Introduction

Employees satisfaction refers to a collections of positive and negative feeling that an individual holds towards his or her job. Job satisfaction is a part of life satisfaction. Job satisfaction and dissatisfaction not only depends on the expectations what the job supply to an employee’s. Employees works to fulfillment their need and desires. These needs and demand of employees when fulfill then hi satisfied his job and the perception of any individual are change and it’s depends upon the level of employees. Job satisfaction is the feeling of fulfillment of job and his work. Job satisfaction is the perception of each individual for his job. And the first time survival year. Job satisfaction is the journey and getting experience of their work and in job satisfaction employees feel about their work that can affect the performance. And in any organization if it is private or government job satisfaction play an important role if he or she satisfied his job or work they perform good work in the organization. And helpful to the employer or manager to achieve their goal in the organization if it is government or private. In the organization if the good relationship between the employee n employer and employer fulfill all the demands n requirements of the employees so employees perform their work in a good manner. And both have good communication with each other if they have good communication between us so both are convenient to discuss their problems. And perform better and achieve their goal. And satisfaction can be different for different people. And an organization concern about employee job satisfaction, management may conduct survey and what type of strategies to implement. These technique help to job satisfaction and achieve objective. And in government or private sector among people performing his work and everyone has own feeling and perception to his job he/she satisfied his job or not and always apply positive rules. Job satisfaction represent one of the most problem at this time and this is the main biggest problem facing today and manager comes and helps their employees. Many studies have more impact on his job satisfaction depend on the motivation of the employees. If motivation is perfect so job satisfaction is perfect. The team impact is play important role in job satisfaction if working team is better so every employees give his best work and easily achieve the target. Its help to decide any discussion and clear the doubt job and describe their job. Every employees have own attitude about his job if he/she satisfied according to their status or ability so he will continue and get job satisfaction. Job satisfaction can be express as it is the end feeling in their end means emphasis and means of feeling and experienced after the target and his activities taking the chance. The feeling of job satisfaction could be positive or negative according to his job and fulfillment of need if need is satisfied so its mean job
will satisfied and if need will not satisfied son its mean job will not satisfied. And most important things which are the first step of job satisfaction under the boundary of working is that motivation level, your attitude your behavior and morale. These terms are help to know the about the job satisfied or not for both the employees government as well as private.